REGULATIONS of the
INTERNATIONAL JUVENALE
Organized by:
ASSOCIATION OF AUSTRIAN FILMAUTHORS, Region Carinthia

PATRONAGE:
UNION INTERNATIONALE DU CINEMA
ASSOCIATION OF AUSTRIAN FILMAUTHORS
Participation is possible for juveniles up to the age of 25 with non-commercial movies with free
choice of content.

A.) MAIN CONTEST;
Videoformat PAL mini-DV (SP) or DVD max. running time: 25 minutes
1 video per tape indicating starting time is obligatory as well as a short summary of the content
either in English or German.
The finalization of the movie may not be longer ago than 2 years.
With the registration for the contest the author accepts the content of these regulations and is
completely responsible for all copy- rights of his movie.
Last date of entry is May 15th.
The JUVENALE is being held every year from Wednesday until Saturday during the 27th calendar
week.
A pre- jury will decide, if the entered movies will be accepted and in which category they will
take part in the contest. School-projects in media will be especially considerated.
Authors classified for the main contest will be invited by letter to take part in the event at the
costs of the organizer. Medals as well as money prizes are only given out to attending authors.

Categories:
1. Authors up to the age of 15 years
2. Authors from the age of 15 to the age of 19years
3. Authors from the age of 19 to the age of 25 years
5 licensed judges and 1 substitute will be nominated by the organizer. At least 2 of them should be
juveniles.
From and by these judges a chairman will be declared. The decisions of the jury are not disputable.
All jury meetings are public. Persons, who have contributed to at least one of the movies, may not be
nominated as judges. The jury votes the movies according to a point-system, which can be seen in
the attachment.
a) Primary voting and review, statement of the author is possible.
b) Final rating of all movies of one category.
The 3 movies with the highest score in each category will receive a medal (GOLD, SILVER,
BRONZE). All other participants receive a valuable deed. There will be no overall ranking,

Each judge has the possibility to announce one of the movies of all categories as an overall winner.
During a final voting this winner will be elected by majority of all judges.
In addition the Jury will award special prizes for movies with remarkable statements about drug and/
or alcohol abuse, family and environment, as well as for the best Austrian and best Carinthian movie.
These winners will receive monetary prizes.
The jury will also grant a "UNICA"- medal to a contribution in a multi-cultural and international
understanding context or to one, that shows completely new forms of taking position in mediaOverall winner, special prizes and the ,,UNICA" -medal will be announced during the final gala..
For the contest the up-to-date rules of VÖFA-contest-regulations apply, unless the regulations within
this paper diverge from them.

B.) MINUTE-CUP
Running time of the movie incl. titel and credits may not exceed 60 seconds.
A pre-Jury will vote the 16 finalists out of the submitted films for this part of the contest. The
sequence, in which the finalists will be shown, will be drawn. The winner will be voted by the
audience.
For the exact regulations please see the VÖFA-contest- regulations.
The winner will receive the ,,JUVENALE- Minute-Cup"-Cup.

Applies for A./B.)
There is no entry or starting fee.
The reception form must be filled in completely and be submitted together with the movie. Most
important is the date of birth and number of passport or other personal document, which are
obligatory for participation in the contest.
The author accepts a publication of his movie and his name by the public Austrian television and / or
a public presentation during the final gala.
The organizer of the contest does not take responsibility for the entered movies, nonetheless he
guarantees careful treatment of the tapes. No responsibility is taken either for lost or damage.
Delivery charges have to be taken over by the participant. The tape will be returned only if return
postage is being paid by the participant in advance (attached to the shipping). Shipping abroad only
by international reply-coupon.

Up-to-date Information see http://www.juvenale.com
Attachment : Jury- Voting-Sheet
Reception- form
Klagenfurt, 30. 08. 2008

